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Motivation
I have years of experience in Participatory Design, Human-Centred
Design, Co-design, Value Sensitive Design.
I have experienced that collaboration with citizens/customers/users is
very valuable and useful indeed
And I am also critical about these practices, e.g., in my PhD, I asked:
What do we do when we say that we do HCD?
I would like to explore and apply methods for involving citizens in
agenda-setting in the organization where I work, TNO
I felt attracted to this term untamed participation
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Context
• JERRI (http://www.jerri-project.eu/), H2020 CSA: ‘foster RRI transition
in Europe by developing and testing good RRI practices in pilot cases’
• Project coordinator: Benjamin Teufel of Fraunhofer
• Co-workers: Joram Nauta, CSR Officer at TNO, and Suzanne Ogier,
Strategy at TNO

Responsible Research and Innovation
(RRI)
RRI: To involve relevant societal actors in research and innovation
(‘with society’), and to do research and innovation in line with values
and needs in society (‘for society’)
One of the aims of RRI: involving citizens (societal engagement)
However, this is mostly done in the form of ‘invited participation, or
‘tamed participation’, where experts invite citizens to participate, into
their workshop, using their workshop format …

‘Untamed Participation’ of citizens
‘Untamed participation’ as an alternative; bottom-up engagement of
citizens, e.g., in critical and creative roles:
• Critical, e.g., being able to voice critique and protest
• Creative, e.g., being able to develop solutions (DIY)
It is, however, unclear how people in RRI projects may connect to
‘untamed participation’ and benefit from critical and creative citizens.

Research question and approach

What could be pros and cons of ‘untamed participation’ of citizens
in research and innovation? (without ‘taming’ them)
Approach: Literature review (plus common sense)

Literature review
There is knowledge on involving citizens/users/customers, from diverse angles:
• Participatory Design (Scandinavian tradition, political angle)
• Human-Centred Design (ISO; Steen 2011; 2012, pragmatic angle),
including, e.g., co-creation (Sanders & Stappers 2008, creative angle)
• Lead user approach (Eric von Hippel, business and commercial angle)
• Social Innovation (Geoff Mulgan; societal and policy angle)
• …
Review:
• Pros: benefits and opportunities
• Cons: costs, challenges and risks

Participatory Design (Scandinavian tradition) is ‘an approach towards
computer systems design in which the people destined to use the system play
a critical role in designing it’ (Schuler and Namioka 1993, p. xi).
Pros:
• It helps to get ‘the job done better’ (pragmatic) (Greenbaum 1993)
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• It is needed for communication and cooperation (theoretical) (op. cit.)
• And ‘people have the right to influence …’ (political) (op. cit.)
Cons:
• Takes time, resources, and commitment to do it well (Spinuzzi 2005)
• Risk of ‘doing workshops for the sake of doing workshops’
• Risk of ‘evolution, not revolution’ (Summer and Stolze 1997, cited in op.cit.)

Human-Centred Design as an umbrella term (e.g., Steen 2011, Sanders &
Stappers 2008) or a standard (ISO 9241-210) with key principles: understand
users, tasks and contexts; view experiences holistically; involve in design,
development. and evaluation; an iterative process and a multi-disciplinary team.
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Human-Centred Design
Pros:
• Go ‘into the field’ to learn
• Invite users to the project, to co-create
• Study ‘what is’ (research orientation)
• Explore ‘what could be’ (design orientation)
Cons:
• Takes time and money
• Less control, more complexity
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… for the project
Benefits for
process

Better ideas.
Better knowledge on
users

Benefits for
output

Higher quality output.

Benefits for
project mngt

Takes time and money.
Less control, more
complexity

(Steen et al. 2011)

… for the
organization(s)
More creativity.
Better focus on users.
Better cooperation.

Better fit to users’ needs.
Higher quality output.
More differentiated.

Better decision making.
Lower development
costs.
Reduced lead-time.
Continuous improvement.

Benefits on
long-term

Costs and
risks

… for users
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Higher satisfaction.
Higher loyalty.
Educating users.

More successful
innovations.
Better innovation
process.
Better public relations.

Takes time.

Expertise needed.

Lead Users: “are at the leading edge of an important market trend(s), and so
are currently experiencing needs that will later be experienced by many …”;
and they innovate because they “anticipate relatively high benefits from
obtaining a solution to their needs” (Von Hippel 2005, p. 22) ~ Open Innovation
Pros:
• Learn from lead users, e.g., about their needs
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• Collaborate with them, e.g., adopt their solutions
• To collaborate with pioneers, who can influence others in their field
Cons:
• Difficult to adopt lead users’ ideas (‘not invented here’); difficult to
combine closed and open innovation (Lütje and Herstatt 2004)
• Lead users’ willingness to share ideas <-> Risk of the company ‘loosing’ its IP
• Balance costs and benefits for lead users (Lütje and Herstatt 2004)

Social Innovation, ‘innovative activities and services that are motivated by the
goal of meeting a social need and that are predominantly developed and
diffused through organisations whose primary purposes are social’, ‘new ideas
that work’ (Mulgan 2007) (both innovation process and product are ‘social’)
Pros:
• Typically combine existing elements (Mulgan 2007, p. 35-36)
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• Social innovations can create ‘compelling new social relationships’ (op. cit.)
• Can create synergy between organisations, sectors, disciplines (op. cit.)
Cons:
• But hard to cross ‘organisational, sectorial or discplinary boundaries’ (op. cit.)
• Risk of not being able to ‘scale-up’ (op. cit.) (‘re-inventing the wheel…’)
• Managage expectations, of citizens, partners involved, politicians (op. cit.)

Wrap up: pros and cons
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Pros: benefits and opportunities
a) Better understanding of the problem, and better solutions (HCD, lead user)
b) Alignment to citizens' needs; indeed diverse needs (differentiation) (HCD)
c) To connect 'innovation' and 'society‘, to give citizens a voice (PD)
d) Focus on citizens and their experiences, continuous improvement (HCD)
e) Better decision-making (in project) > reduced costs and lead-time (HCD)
f) Work with pioneers, who can become advocates for the project (lead users)
g) Relatively easy, e.g., to combine existing elements (social innovation)
h) Longer term, e.g., citizens become better-informed, and committed to the
project (lead users)
i) Longer-term, e.g., synergy between organizations, sectors, disciplines, and
improves capability for innovation (not typical for involving citizens?)

Cons: costs, challenges and risks
a) Requires time and resources of the organizations, and the citizens involved
b) Requires expertise, skills, attitudes of the project team members, and of the
citizens involved
c) Difficult to adopt ideas from citizens ('not invented here')
d) Organize sharing of ideas, e.g., IP (or is this irrelevant in social innovation?)
e) Less control, more complexity (HCD)
f) Risk of not-giving citizens autonomy ('taming‘, or neglecting their input)
g) Risk of small-steps in innovation ('evolution, not revolution‘)
h) Risk of not scaling-up (staying small; or ‘re-inventing the wheel’)
i) Manage expectations, of citizens, partners involved and politicians

Tentative ideas …
Two main ‘applications’:
Collaborate with them in projects, e.g., service design
Collaborate on a strategy level, e.g., for agenda-setting
Guiding principles:
Go to them, ‘into the field’ (rather than ‘they come to us’)
Openness towards their concerns and ideas (e.g., protest)
Manage well: time and money, complexity, and expectations
…
E.g., go to a meeting that citizens organized, see how you can help them
achieve their goals, make a practical offer to them, as a service to society

Tentative ideas …
Examples of methods that could be practical for TNO/JERRI:
• Citizens Jury (1, 2)
• Consensus Conference (2)
• Enspirited Envisioning (1) (similar to co-creation, Sanders)
• Open Space (1) / World Café (2)
• Participatory Strategic Planning (1)
• …
From the ‘RRI Tools’ project’s repository:
(1) New Economics Foundation (nef) 1998 (!): ‘Participation works!’
(2) King Baudouin Foundation and Flemish Institute for Science and Technolgy Assessment 2005: ‘Participatory
methods toolkit: A practitioner’s manual’

• Methods from CIMULACT (2016), workshops with citizens

State of the
art

Citizen Engagement: Dialogue meetings; Participatory budgeting;
Future Workshop; Open Space; Scenario workshop; Citizen summit;
Online citizen engagement

Thanks for your attention
Questions, suggestions?
Discussion, e.g.:
Do you know examples of ‘untamed’ participation?
What were the pros and cons of doing this?
Do you know methods that might work for this?

